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With the economy on firm footing towards recovery, companies are hiring again, and that includes small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). According to the latest SBF-DP SME Index, jointly run by the Singapore Business
Federation (SBF) and DP Information Group (DP), the index as of the quarter ended June 2010 was at 56, up five
points from the preceding quarter. This suggests that more SMEs from key sectors are expecting to hire over the
next six months.
SMEs, taken individually, are nowhere near the global multinationals in terms of sheer size and reach, but
collectively, they provide 60% of the jobs in Singapore. Not exactly a David vs. Goliath contest, but all these
companies are important in their own ways.
Nevertheless, the rosier economy is bittersweet for the SMEs. Along with an improvement in business, is the return
of the perennial problem of having to compete with conglomerates and multinational companies (MNCs) for scarce
talent. What can SMEs do to attract their fair share? “Be creative,” was the frank advice from Helen Lim, managing
director of social enterprise Silver Spring. The certified Re-Career Coach spoke at a lecture organised by the UOB-
SMU Entrepreneurship Alliance Centre (http://www.smu.edu.sg/centres/usea/events.asp).
MNCs still the choice
According to a recent poll of undergraduates and recent graduates of the three local universities, Singapore
Management University (SMU), National University of Singapore (NUS) and Nanyang Technological University (NTU),
MNCs, as a category, still outstrip SMEs as employers of choice. Recruitment firm JobsFactory, which polled over
4,500 students, revealed that in this year’s survey, the top five employers of choice in the private sector are Apple,
Singapore Airlines, Google, 3M and DBS Bank – all large companies with operations across the world.
It is not difficult to see why job seekers flock to MNCs. Besides the easily-recognisable brand names, they are also
seen as organisations that are more transparent, offer higher remuneration, superior benefits and strong
organisational structure – all of which point to better career prospects. Recent surveys have highlighted that
company culture and work-life balance are important to the younger generation, and bigger firms are perceived to be
more flexible – or at least, more open to suggestion – in these areas. Conversely, SMEs are often seen to be non-
transparent, authoritarian and less professional (than MNCs). More often than not, the founder/boss’ inner circle is
made up of family and relatives, with competence a secondary consideration.
Fighting back
In the fight for talent with the big boys, SMES need to take the important first step – a mindset change. “First,
accept that people will want to work for a prestigious or brand-name company – they expect more latitude for
growth, opportunity for travel, higher pay, transparency and other benefits,” said Lim. Then look for creative ways
to “sell” your company on multiple platforms, beyond traditional advertising, which can be rather costly. “Attend
networking events, tap on the power of word-of-mouth, talk to your business and personal contacts, and most
significantly, be open to the profile of your potential new hire. Consider retirees,” she added.
Lim also proposes a mindset change with regards to the terms of employment. Elaborating on the four types of
employment – (1) the unemployed, who are actively looking for a job; (2) the non-employed, such as the aged
retired, or people who have retired too early due to various reasons including legislature, ill health or a golden
handshake; (3) the under-employed, which refers to people working below their capacity; and (4) the empty
employed, people who have the experience and skills to be “right at the top”, but who prefer to seek “re-careering”.
From Lim’s perspective, the empty employed represents the pool of potential talent that dovetails with the needs of
SMEs, which tend to have limited resources or just require a one-off leg-up. Likely to be in their 40s or 50s, the
people in this category possess years of industry experience and are more than willing to impart their expertise on a
contract or consultancy basis. The advantages to SME employers are clear: they get the expert help they require,
and are not burdened with a long-term, potentially expensive hire, or added headcount. 
Corporate branding
Increasingly, job seekers are turning to non-traditional venues, like online social media, to find out more about a
company. In this realm, MNCs easily lead the SMEs – and by a huge margin.
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Undoubtedly, a strong corporate brand is sexy, and Apple is a case in point. In the 2007 SBF-DP SME Index, the
world’s largest technology company by market value was ranked 28th. The following year, when the iconic iPhone
was launched, Apple leapfrogged to the seventh place. Last year, Apple was second, trailing just Singapore Airlines,
and this year, it overtook Singapore’s flag carrier. Apple’s desirability as an employer is no doubt fuelled by the
immense popularity of its glamorous products, which is in turn supported by its reputation for creativity.
In the same vein, while admittedly easier said than done, SMEs too, must be creative in building and maintaining a
strong brand, said Lim. As the popularity of social media grows, SMEs should try to build a compelling and credible
online presence. A corporate website is a great way to start, and she recommends that the following questions be
answered within the site: “What is your employer brand?” “What are your core values, your vision and mission?”
“What is your social cause?” “What is your business about?”
What does your company stand for?
Referring to Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us (http://www.amazon.com/Drive-Surprising-Truth-
About-Motivates/dp/1594488843), by author Daniel Pink, Lim said that SMEs could learn a lot from the book when it
comes to talent attraction and retention. She noted, for example, that the commonly employed carrot-and-stick
approach has become “menial", "mechanical”, and also "passé". People do not respond wholly and only to business
incentives and external motivators – they are also motivated by intrinsic reasons, which Pink, a speech writer for
former US vice president Al Gore, calls “the third drive” – that is, they do something because of inherent
satisfaction, such as championing a social cause. So the book, Lim said, reinforces the need for an SME to identify
itself, have a corporate profile, and answer the question: “What isthe company about?”
A self-professed fan of Pink, Lim found herself nodding on many of the points raised in Drive. A favourite is where
the author questioned long-held beliefs about human nature. For example, many people perform better when they
are given autonomy, compared to environments where controls are tight and top-down – a common characteristic of
home-grown organisations, she said. "[So] SMEs need to learn to let go.”
Lim cited another useful observation in Drive; that people are self-critical and possess the drive and desire to
constantly improve. So SMEs could consider tweaking an employee’s performance review to include self-appraisal –
an opportunity for them to reflect on how they see themselves, in relation to the company's vision and mission. This
exercise helps to give work meaning and thus, drives performance.
Fair access to talent pool
When interviewing a potential employee, it is important to temper the expectations by clearly outlining the
company's objectives, its structure, culture and work processes. This may seem a logical thing to do, but SMEs have
been known to embellish the details, and they end up losing the new hire within a short period when reality and
expectations do not reconcile. Make changes from within to retain talent, said Lim, and do this from the very
beginning.
Human resources consultancy Towers Watson, which surveyed 20,000 employees across 22 countries from last
November to January 2010, found that two-thirds of the respondents placed people skills as being very desirable
among their company’s leadership. These include caring about others’ well-being, trustworthiness, encouraging
talent development and the ability to lead changes in practices and policies. SME participants and human resource
practitioners at the seminar corroborate that the ability to “connect” with employees is important. Equally critical is
the ability to understand what is important to the staff – whether it is a passion for a cause that ignites “the third
drive”, a close-knit “family” environment where everyone chips in, or the freedom to manage a project from start to
finish.
To be sure, it will be naïve on the part of SMEs to think that what Lim shared at the talk is a silver bullet to all their
talent attraction and retention problems. Finding an ideal employer-employee fit is not easy, but not impossible. As
one seminar participant put it, a successful match is when “you believe in what you are doing, and therefore you will
do it well”. By injecting some creativity underlined with a mindset change, SMEs may well reverse their odds at the
talent pool.
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